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Professor miraculously cured of disease
By Scott Roberts
News editor
Things were going great for 
Dr. David Van Heemst. He had just 
had twin girls in June and had a good 
job teaching college which he loved 
to do. He had a loving wife and 
wonderful life. Then things started to 
go wrong.
“It started about Christmas 
break,” Van Heemst said. “ I had an 
upset stomach and diarrhea.” He 
suffered with this for three weeks 
before finally getting over it.
The next symptoms came at 
the end of January. “I had a fever that 
wouldn’t go away,” he said. “It lasted 
for two weeks. The first week it 
averaged 102.7, the second 101.7.” His 
hands and face turned yellow. 
Professors and faculty were coming 
up to me all the time asking me what 
was wrong.”
So Van Heemst went to his 
general practitioner and the doctor did 
an ultrasound on his kidneys and 
stomach. “They found I had two 
problems. I had internal bleeding, and 
I also had a malfunctioning liver. The 
liver was producing four times more
enzymes than it was supposed to.” The 
doctor however, could not find 
anything wrong. “He had no idea what 
caused it,” Van Heemst said.
The low point of the sickness 
came when Van Heemst was watching 
a special on Fox Sports Net about 
Walter Payton. “I watched it and it said 
he died of liver cancer, and he was 
only a couple of years older than I am., 
I was really scared then.”
Van Heemst’s general 
practitioner referred him to an internal 
specialist in the second week of 
February. “The specialist also had no 
idea what was wrong.” He gave Van 
Heemst only one treatment, “Do 
nothing for two weeks.” The doctor 
Van Heemst went to said he believed 
in the power of the body to heal itself.
“I came back after two weeks 
and everything came back normal,” he 
said. “I was completely cured.”
The doctors still don’t know 
what Dr. Van Heemst had or how it 
was cured. “About a week ago I sent 
the test results to the Carle Clinic in 
Champaign to see if they knew what I
Dr. David Van Heem st is a 
professor in O livet’s Politi­
cal Science departm ent. 
(Photo from Olivet website)
had.” The doctor emailed him back 
and said, “the abnormal liver enzymes 
and the atypical lymphocytes in your 
blood should direct your doctors 
toward Epstein Barr virus and 
cytomegalovirus disease.
Epstein Barr virus is a rare 
form of mono. Many people get 
infected with it, but most only suffer 
mild consequences such as being sick 
for a day. It only gets bad in cases
where the immune system is weak. 
Cytomegalovirus disease is also 
similar to mono with almost the same 
symptoms. “The funny thing is,” Van 
Heemst said, “the tests came back 
negative for those.”
Dr. Van Heemst is now doing 
very well and teaching classes again. 
He would like to thank the Olivet 
community for all the help during his 
time of sickness. “Olivet Is so giving 
and compassionate. They sent cards 
and dropped off meals for me and my 
family.” Also, other faculty members 
taught his classes while he was gone 
and earned office hours for him.
Van Heemst would also like 
to thank his wife, April. “This was 
especially hard on her for three 
reasons,” he said. “First, her husband 
was sick, which is never good. Second,
I couldn’t help around the house 
because I was sick, so she had to take 
care of the twins by herself, and third, 
she also had to take care of me because 
I was in bed and could barely move. 
She had to wait on me all the time.”
Olivet responds to need “Ladies Day 2002”
By Laura Herbert
News writer
On February 28th, students and faculty 
proved themselves once again to be 
cheerful givers. During chapel, the 
Olivet community heard and 
responded to the plight of a man named 
Victor. The students studying overseas 
in Romania were the ones to alert us 
to Victor’s situation. Years earlier, 
Victor had decided that his life was 
not worth living, and set himself out 
on the train tracks to die. At the very 
last moment, he changed his mind, but 
he was milliseconds too late. He lost 
both of his legs and has spent the rest 
of his life in a wheelchair. However, 
his outlook on life has changed. In 
place of a will to die, he has made his 
life, even without legs, worth living. 
He makes the best of his situation, and 
his handicap has not stopped his joy 
in life. He taught one of our students 
to use his wheelchair to pop wheelies! 
However, Victor had little money for 
medical expenses. He could possibly 
learn to walk if he had prosthetic legs, 
but the $1600 needed is far beyond 
his ability to pay.
When the students in Romania 
challenged those listening to the phone 
call in chapel to each give a dollar to 
buy prosthetic legs for Victor, Chaplain 
Bray asked the people with baseball
caps to gather the money from those 
around them. People scrambled 
around finding dollar bills and lending 
them to those who didn’t have one to 
give. We raised $900 within a few 
minutes. Over the next few days, the 
total rose to $1200. The chaplain’s 
office is still taking money, for those 
who have not yet been able to take 
part. The Spiritual Life Council on 
campus has pledged to make up the 
difference in giving so 
that Victor will get his legs.
This chapel was not the first ‘ 
time that the Olivet community has 
given sacrificially to one in need. Two 
years ago, Karyn Fitts, a student here, 
needed to replace her broken 
wheelchair, but she was unable to 
afford the upgrade. The baseball caps 
in that chapel were filled with more 
than $1500, and she was able to buy a 
much better wheelchair.
Many people bring their pleas 
to Olivet students: children of convicts, 
the homeless, the elderly, those hurt 
by natural disasters, those unable to 
help themselves. While we don’t have 
a great deal of money, we still have 
responded with the love that God has 
first shown us.
at Olivet
By Erin Rum bley 
Executive editor
On Saturday, April 13, 
2,500 to 3,000 ladies will be guests on 
Olivet’s campus as a part of “Ladies 
Day 2002.” The ladies will be coming 
from all over the Olivet region for a 
day of fellowship and encouragement 
with other women.
The speaker for this event is 
Liz Curtis Higgs, known as “An 
Encourager.” She has spoken in 49 
states as well as Germany, Canada and 
Scotland. Higgs has been featured in 
numerous newspapers and magazines 
and has been interviewed on more 
than 500 television and radio stations. 
She is also the author of eight non­
fiction books, two novels for women 
and five children’s books. Higgs will 
bring a message of inspiration mixed 
with humor to women in the home 
and work lives.
She will be joined for the day 
by Kay (Carpenter) Kelley, a 1978 
graduate of Olivet, who will be 
providing musical entertainment and 
ministry.
Ladies day is something
Olivet sponsors for the women on the 
region to leave their homes for a day 
and spend time with other ladies. “It 
will be an uplifting time for them,” 
Junior Natalie Evans said. Evans 
works in the President’s office and has 
been spending a lot of time on making 
this event special.
Ladies day will begin with 
registration at 8 a.m. and will 
continue throughout the day, includ­
ing special sessions featuring Higgs 
and Kelley, as well as a luncheon and 
a free gift for each lady who attends. 
If any Olivet students are interested in 
being a part of “Ladies Day 2002,” 
they are welcome to come, but must 
register by March 18 to receive a 
lunch reservation.
Registration is $30 for the 
day, including lunch, or $25 with 
lunch on your own. Walk-in 
registration is $35, with lunch on your 
own.
This event will be a 
memorable and entertaining day for 
every lady who attends.
2  News
Spaulding wins the Communication
Department s Speech Tournament 
**“ ..... ■1 - j-mlji
By Stephanie McNelly
News writer
What do shoes, nuclear 
energy, ice cream, the Vietnam 
memorial wall, the bassoon, and Dr. 
Seuss all have in common? Give up? 
They were the topics of the six final 
speeches in Olivet’s 16th Speech 
Tournament.
For the past eight years!: 
students in Public Speaking 101, 
Interpersonal Communication, Small 
Groups and Intercultural 
Communication gather together and 
give their informative speeches. The 
philosophy behind the tournament is 
to give everybody an additional 
chance to speak in a real setting with 
additional feedback.
Around 3:30 on March 7, 
between 160 and 180 students spread 
out all over campus to speak, speak, 
speak. A couple of hours later, only 
24 were still standing. One round after 
that there were only six: Amanda 
Medley, Nick Spaulding, Sarah 
Burton, Christine Becker, Mallori Lesh 
and Bethany MacKay.
The final round started around 
8:20 in Wisner Auditorium. The first 
speaker was Spaulding, who spoke on 
nuclear energy. He was followed by 
five girls: Burton and the Vietnam 
Memorial Wall, Becker and the 
bassoon, Medley and the history of 
shoes, Lesh and ice cream, and finally, 
MacKay and Dr. Seuss.
While the five judges, 2001
Senior Nick Spaulding won the Speech tournam ent on 
March 7 w ith his speech about the process of using nuclear 
energy to  create electricity. Spaulding was one of six finalists  
in the tournam ent. (Photo courtesy of Dr. Jay Martinson)
Communication graduate Heather 
Strous; last sem ester’s winner 
Gretchen Schmidt, Dean of Students 
Dr. Woody Webb, Communication 
professor Jeffrey Wells and Academic 
Dean Dr. Gary Streit, were in the hall 
calculating the scores, professors Beth 
Patrick and Amy Tallman announced 
the individual class winners.
After the individual winners 
were announced, prizes were given for 
various topics such as most unusual 
topic, longest speech in practice, best 
dressed, and who traveled the longest 
distance to Olivet. .
When the judges came back
in, the winners were announced in this 
order: Becker sixth, Burton fifth, 
Medley fourth, Lesh third, MacKay
second, and Spaulding first.
The last thing to announce 
was the overall class champ. The first 
place class gets a pizza party where 
the losing communication professors 
serve the winning class. For example, 
students are allowed to ask a losing 
professor to open their soda or to get 
them more pizza. In addition to the 
pizza party, die winning professor gets 
to keep the traveling trophy in his or 
■her office until the next tournament.
The class champs were 
announced as such: Third place, with 
a class average of 6 points was Prof. 
Mark Bishop’s 12:30 Tuesday- 
Thursday class; second place, with an 
average of 5.2 was Prof. Patrick’s 8:30 
Monday-Wednesday-Friday. class; 
and first place, with an average of 
4.4 was Patrick’s 11 Monday- 
Wednesday-Friday class.
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By Scott Roberts
News editor
On Sunday March 3 the 
Easter Seals society of Mid-Eastern 
Illinois used Chalfant Hall as the site 
of their 2002 telethon to raise money 
for children in need. Over $95,000 was 
raised which surpassed the stated goal 
of $90,000. 800 people came to 
Chalfant as the telethon ran from 9am 
to 7pm. From 1 lam-lpm Professor of 
Communication and Meteorologist for 
Shine 89.7 Mark Bishop along with 
Director of Radio and professor Bill 
DeWees and Mayor Bourbonnais, 
Grover Brooks hosted the telethon.
“It was just like being on the 
morning show,” said Bishop, who has 
had some television experience in the 
past. “Our goal was to have fim and 
be ourselves.” When asked why he 
agreed to host the telethon, Bishop said, 
“It’s great to do things for the 
community. Meeting the people and 
seeing the faces. I really like it.”
Bill DeWees had other 
opinions. “It was nerve racking,” he 
said. “This was my first time on TV 
so I was nervous, but working with 
people you know helps.” He hosted the 
show because, “I enjoy giving back to 
the community. I believe in the work
Easter Seals does for children.”
Grover Brooks, mayor of 
Bourbonnais, had this to say, ‘This was 
my first time on live TV, so I was really 
nervous. Bill and Mark really carried 
me through. They were great to work 
with.” He also said, “it’s great what 
Easter Seals is doing here, giving 
children a second chance. It’s great to 
support kids with disabilities.”
DeWees and Bishop were 
selected to host because they are people 
everyone knows throughout the 
community, and also because DeWees 
brother in law works for the Easter 
Seals, according to DeWees. 
According to Bishop, the trio of he, 
DeWees, and Brooks raised more 
money than any other hosts did, over 
$23,000.
The mission of Easter Seals, 
according to an Easter Seals worker, 
is to treat children with mental and 
physical disabilities and help them 
achieve their goals. The telethon has 
had great growth through the years. 
In 5 years, the total raised has gone 
from $50,000 in 1997 to over $95,000 
this year according to a Kankakee 
Daily Journal article.
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Dr. Branson enjoying Africa Nazarene
By Krista French H  I  ' Aweek for a hour and fifteen minutes,News writer I  . . .  . _ , ■and some of the hymns sung m Swahili.
“It seems sometimes we Olivet students tend to
could begin this with words on a complain about food on a daily basis.
planet far, far away and a time long, According to Dr. Branson, one day at
long ago. Yet that is not entirely true. ANU would make us appreciate
There is much here that is quite similar Sodexho much more. Each meal is the
to America and even Olivet.” This is same thing every day. Ugali ,or rice
a quote from Dr. Branson as he shares as we call it, chunks of pork cooked
with me his sabbatical thus far at in a soupy sauce, and a vegetable called
African Nazarene University (ANU) sukuma wiki. “ Most students prefer
via email. Ugali and Sukuma wiki,” Dr. Branson
As Dr. Branson and wife said. .
Esther got off the plane in Nairobi I asked Dr. Branson what a
they were greeted by 6-7 students plus typical day would be for him and 
3-4 faculty members form ANU to Esther. According to him no day is 
welcome them not only to Africa but typical! “Monday thru Thursday I 
also to the University. “ The school arise at 6:00 am to prepare for my class 
is located on a ridge overlooking a at 8:00am that lasts until 9:35am. On 
savannah, most of which is a part of Tuesdays and Thursdays chapel runs 
Nairobi National Park. The campus from 9:35- 11:00am. The balance of 
is beautifully landscaped with many the morning I spend in my office, 
trees and flow'ers.” Since the Esther goes to work in the Deputy Vice 
Branson’s are not far from the Chancellor’s office about 8:30 where 
equator, it never snows. The she does secretarial work. I also teach 
temperature stays between 78-83 .the graduate classes on Wednesday 
during the day, 55-59 at night. form 12:30pm-5:00pm. On
Thus far ANU has just about Wednesday I’m riot teaching Ester and 
600 students in attendance, according I go into Nairobi for shopping which 
to Dr. Branson with the potential to usually takes three hours.” Evening 
grow to several thousand. Another are rather quiet for them since there is 
similarity that would not have been no TV, no University sporting, and no 
obvious is all classes are conducted place really to go, so we enjoy our 
in English. There are three different flat.” Dr. Branson writes they are 
tribal languages such as Swahili, Luo, having fun and have several safaris 
and Gikuyu. Like Olivet there are planned for the weekends in the month 
chapel services there as well. Two per of March.
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Dr. and Mrs. Branson enjoy them selves at an 
African shop. (Photos courtesy of Dr. Branson)
Dr. and Mrs. Branson at the entrance to Africa 
Nazarene University. (Photos courtesy of Dr. 
Branson)
eatures
fresh faces.. .Sara Michel
By Amanda Beck
Features writer
When the Business depart­
ment moved to the Weber Center this 
fall, 4th floor Burke lost its long-time 
secretary, Mindy Nelson, and the Di­
vision of Literature, Languages, and 
Communication was looking for a 
fresh face to fill the position. It needed 
someone who was friendly, efficient, 
organized, outgoing, calm, and will­
ing to constantly keep an eye on the 
coffee pot. Luckily, Sara Michel, one 
of Olivet’s fresh faces, came along, 
and she was just what they needed.
When Sara came back to the 
Bourbonnais area, she was coming 
back to her roots. “I was bom here in 
Kankakee in St. Mary’s. I used to say 
I was the only ‘Catholic’ in the fam­
ily.”
While she spent some of her 
childhood in Maryland and Missouri, 
most of it was spent in Ohio. Although 
she doesn’t clearly remember what her 
childhood ambitions were, they were 
probably to become “a psychologist, 
since that is what I majored in.” In 
fact, she came back to Olivet for col­
lege, and received a degree in psychol­
ogy, graduating in 1981.
After college, Sara lived in the 
suburbs and worked for her parents’ 
company, Shipman Advertising. She 
attended Lombard Church of the 
Nazarene, and there met her husband, 
Paul, who is in part responsible for 
bringing Sara back to the area. “He 
was in Law School at the University 
of Illinois Champaign. After he gradu­
ated from law school, we married, and 
where did he get a job? Right here in 
Bourbonnais, back in Olivet-land.”
Sara and Paul have been mar-
Sara M ichel is always ready 
to  help.
(Photo courtesy of English 
department web site)
ried 18 years in August, and have two 
daughters, Diane, 16, and Angie, 13. 
Diane is a sophomore at BBCHS who 
enjoys playing the cello and is an avid 
sports fan, especially for Chicago- 
based teams. “She is very excited about 
the Bears making Olivet their summer 
camp.”
Angie is an 8th grader at BUGC 
who enjoys playing the viola, chatting 
on instant messenger, and playing bas­
ketball for school for the past two 
years. As a family, the Michels enjoy 
the outdoors, and every summer take 
a big vacation. “Our goal has been to 
try and go to every state. This sum­
mer we are going to Idaho, Washing­
ton, and Oregon. All we will have left 
is Alabama, and of course Hawaii and 
Alaska.”
Being close to her family is one 
of the big plusses Sara sees in her job.- 
“I have done a lot of things [in the 
past] but primarily I was a stay at 
home mom. When my girls were small
I ran a home day care.”
Now that her children were 
older, Sara felt it was time for a 
change. When her friend Mindy 
Nelson told her about an opening in 
the department, Sara decided to give 
it a try. “It had to be the hand of God 
that I was even hired. I had been out 
of the workforce for a while and had 
never interviewed for a job in my life, 
so I was surprised when I received the 
phone call that the job was mine. I 
was ready to work full-time outside 
the home, but wanted to work in a 
Christian environment and close to 
home, so it w^s perfect. It’s also nice 
to have the summer off so I can still 
be at home with the girls.”
Besides having one of the long­
est titles on campus, Sara is kept quite 
busy keeping things in order for 21 
members of the faculty. Though her 
duties are primarily secretarial, they 
extend much beyond the usual realm 
of secretary. “I answer the phones, 
schedule appointments, prepare pack­
ets, and do anything clerical for the 
faculty.”
Working with the faculty is a 
great source of enjoyment for S.ara. “I 
really enjoy working with the faculty. 
They are all a fim group and easy to 
work with, and they have a great sense 
of humor.” She also interacts daily 
with students with questions ranging 
from when Dr. Whitis will be in to 
what new treat she has in the candy 
dish, as well as helping the departmen­
tal T. A.’s, who she calls “the best T. A.’s 
on campus.” Recently, she was kept 
very busy as the ticket hotline for The 
Music Man.
In her spare time, Sara enjoys 
a good suspense novel and most out­
door activities, including swimming, 
water sports, sledding, and ice-skat­
ing, weather permitting. Like her 
daughters, Sara is quite musical, play­
ing her flute in the praise band at 
Kankakee First Church of the Nazarene 
and the New Horizons Band.
When the Division of Litera­
ture, Languages, and Communication 
needed a friendly, efficient, organized, 
easy-going person, to take the job as 
secretary, Sara Michel was that per­
son. She always works with a smile 
on her face and a can-do attitude. How 
can you tell this fresh face already fits 
in? She knows her number one duty 
well: “Most importantly, keep that 
coffee pot filled all day.” The depart­
ment is thankful, the professors are 
thankful, and the students who have 
the pleasure with interacting with her 
are thankful, too.
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Sneak peek on- SaraSj
F avorite  song:
“Sara Sm ile” by Hall & 
Oates, or anything by 
Michael W. Smith and Chi*! 
cago.
Favorite  color:
Blue
Favorite  ice  cream :
Praline and Cream
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Olivet grad is WONU s “Shining Knight”
By Ryan Cummings
Features writer
When Shine 89.7 station man­
ager Bill Dewees needed a director for 
marketing and promotions, he turned 
to Justin Knight, a ’97 graduate of 
Olivet. Knight was working as a youth 
pastor and doing concerts for a church 
in South Carolina when he heard from 
Dewees.
At first, Dewees contacted 
Justin about doing an internet/radio 
station for teens called “The Nbise.” 
However, timing wasn’t right, and a 
year went by before Dewees contacted 
Knight for his current position. For 
the past six years Justin has been work­
ing in radio and youth ministry.
While attending Olivet oh 
scholarship, he participated in student 
directorship for the radio station and 
helped out as promotions director his 
junior and senior year. “All growing 
up I wanted to be in TV broadcasting, 
like an ESPN sports-anchor-type of 
guy. It was in my senior year of high 
school that the Lord led me to the 
youth ministry.” He was majoring in
Justin Knight works as a 
broadcaster for WONU and 
promotes area concerts. 
(Submitted photo)
youth ministry with a minor in broad­
casting when God opened doors for 
him to work in radio. But why Olivet? 
“I believe in the mission and the min­
istry and the opportunities that are 
here,” said Knight. “Olivet is the only 
college station in the whole country 
(secular Christian) that does a program 
like we do, where we train students 
who are wanting to be in broadcasting 
after they graduate. They actually get 
hands-on experience on a real radio 
station.” His job allows him to work 
side-by-side with these students and 
mentor them as they embark on their
broadcasting career. “I like to invest 
in the next generation,” he said.
Working in the radio business 
and youth ministry for the last six 
years, he found out that he could fol­
low his calling for the youth and still 
have time for his second passion: ra­
dio. “The funny thing, is that the Lord 
always gave me the desire in my heart 
to work with teens and yet, at the same 
time, be involved in radio. He always 
left me an open avenue for broadcast­
ing and now with my job I can do both 
radio and be involved with teens.”
The future plans and direction 
of Shine is still unclear. But a dream 
of theirs is to have what is called, “The 
Shine Network.” This will enable them 
to broadcast their signal to the entire 
Olivet region, including all of Wis­
consin, Michigan, Indiana and Illinois. 
“If we can increase our advertising then 
we can increase our listemership,” said 
Knight.
Since July 2001, Justin has 
helped promote many concerts here at 
O.N.U. from Out of Eden to Jars of 
Clay. He said his job is, “always fresh, 
new and exciting.” Through his obvi-
ous persistence and passion for his 
work, he continues to bring his exper­
tise and love of music to making Shine 
89.7 a better station.
Justin’s Favorites
F a v o rite  c o n c e rt yo u  
helped w ith :'!
-- Jars of Clay, Burlap to 
Cashmere, and Silage 
sold out Mchie arena, 
1998.
-  Avalon and Plus One.
Favorite A rtist:
Alicia Keys
Favorite Cereal:
Smart Start
Favorite  fo o d :
White rice
An interview with Ann D owning
By Ryan Cummings
Features writer
Singer and songwriter Ann 
Downing, of the Gaither Homecom­
ing videos, appeared in concert at the 
Eastridge Church of the Nazarene in 
Kankakee on March 10. The sanctu­
ary was filled with newcomers and 
long-time fans waiting for that well- 
known performance. But until you’ve 
experienced one of her live concerts, 
you don’t truly know the real Ann 
Downing. Downing, who has been in 
the Christian music business for over 
four decades, allowed me the oppor­
tunity to sit down with her for a few 
questions.
What do you like the most about 
performing?
Oh, is that what I do? Well I think 
you have to like people and I really 
like being around people. Normally 
in my concerts I come off the plat­
form and spend more time down with
Ann’s Favorites
Favorite song:
Because He Lives
Favorite Artist:
I don’t have one, I really 
don’t,
Favorite Verse:
“I am still confident of this: I 
will see the goodness of the 
Lord in the land of the living.” 
(Psalm 27:13)
the people because I like bringing them 
into it. It’s like I’m not here to do 
this for me, we’re here to do this to­
gether. (What do you like the least?) 
Getting there! (Laughter)
Everyone performs in different ways 
at concerts. Some tell stories while 
others just sing all the way through. 
What should one expect from a con­
cert of yours?
Well maybe I can tell you what I hear 
a lot when people leave. They say 
that they feel like they have been with 
me in my living room. They tell me 
that it seemed like we all kind of knew 
each other. So, hopefully through the 
music and the interactions that we 
shared, they will leave with a sense of 
friendship, like we always knew each 
other.
What do you do before a concert to 
prepare?
Do interviews (laughter). You mean 
vocally? Not as much as I should. You 
really should never start cold, but I 
am not good at that. Most of the time 
it’s a matter of coming in and setting 
up certain props on the product table.
I also like to meet the pastor or the 
sponsor, and then it’s in God’s hands.
I just get up on stage and say, ‘Hey 
God, here I am.’
What is a typical day in your life 
when you aren’t performing?
Being at home, in my house, not talk­
ing to anybody. I ’m very much a 
homebody when I go home, so at 
home, I get up early but I don’t leave
Ann Downing has entertained  
and m inistered to thousands 
of Gospel m usicians. (Submit­
ted photo)
the house early. I just like to hang 
around the house.
Ok, now I don’t mean this in a nega­
tive way, but you’ve been in the 
Gospel music arena now for over 
four decades. What has been the 
biggest change that you’ve seen in 
the business?
Ok, you know what comes to my mind 
when you say that, I don’t think it’s 
good in a way, but it’s the image. I 
think musically especially, I hope this 
comes across right, there’s less being 
yourself. It’s like everyone is trying 
to be like someone else. It seems as 
though some people don’t think they 
are free to sing what they like. So, 
instead of singing what they like, they 
sing what they think others will like. 
But is that really you? Who are you? 
What do you really believe? How do 
you really like to express yourself? I 
think there is more dishonesty. You
know like, “I’m gonna be what you 
think I should be.” If you want con­
temporary, then I’ll be contemporary 
or if you want “high-church” then I’ll 
be that as well. Sing what you want 
to sing and be yourself.
• What has stayed the same?
Well of course, the message. Hope­
fully, what stayed the same is that’s 
still the focus no matter how you pack­
age it.
Do you have any advice to students 
who want a career in the music busi­
ness? Is it basically who you know, 
or is it who you send your tape to?
It’s a little of both. You never send 
out a tape randomly I don’t think that 
does anything. It just goes into that 
black hole. If it’s coming to some­
body and they don’t know who it’s 
from or why it’s coming, it’s likely to 
be ignored. Very seldom does a tape 
just get picked up and listened to. 
Those little miracles do happen, but 
usually tapes are listened to based on 
reference. Someone recommends 
them to a person or a company. A 
personal recommendation is still the 
best.
Favorite Cereal?
I can’t think of the name but it has 
pecans and oats and brown sugar and 
all that stuff in it. Let’s just call it 
Just Right (laughter).
You can visit her website at 
www.anndowninp.com.
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Getting great music for
By Elizabeth Angeli 
Features writer
What do you think of when 
.you hear the words free and concert 
in the same sentence? What comes to 
my mind is some great music to jam 
the day away and a lot of fun times 
with friends.
Recently there was such a free 
concert on our campus. You may have 
seen the fliers, posters, ad on channel 
three, and the big poster hanging up 
in Ludwig announcing the concert. 
Those of us who came to this concert 
had a blast hanging out with the band, 
Inside the Outside. Many of you may 
not be familiar with this band, but in 
the five days I spent with them they 
became a very important part of my 
life. I want to share with you a little 
bit about this band and how this 
concert came together.
My journey to meeting Carl, 
Rory, Chris, and Lonnie began on Sat. 
Feb. 23rd in Oak Brook, Illinois. 
These guys are on tour with the band 
The Normals (one of my favorite 
bands). The concert was rather long 
with four bands opening before The 
Normals got on stage to rock the house 
of God. After the concert I met Carl 
and Rory while they sat at their 
merchandise table. I introduced 
myself and told them that I would be 
hanging out with them more the next 
day at the Cornerstone Church concert. 
In talking with some others who were 
in charge of this concert I was asked 
to try to get the guys another gig at 
Olivet on either Monday or Tuesday 
while they had a bit of a break before 
catching up with the other guys. I 
couldn’t believe what I was hearing.
I was just asked to make a concert 
happen in less then 48 hours.
Sunday finally came and my 
day was full of fun and excitement. 
Spending eleven hours at the 
Cornerstone Church was wonderful.
I love the personal connection I am 
able to make with many of the artists 
while I am there. That evening, the 
concert went well with O livet’s 
PRAIZE opening with some worship 
time followed by my good friends 
from southern Illinois, Max Power. 
Then Inside the Outside took the stage. 
By this time I had some knowledge of 
their sound and the words to their songs 
so I had a grand old time. The Normals 
closed out the show with another 
awesome performance. I believe this 
concert could not have been done with 
each band for they brought a unique 
part to the show. I had the awesome 
opportunity to emcee the night away 
and be sort of in the spotlight. Just 
the chance to introduce The Normals 
brought butterflies to my tummy. 
That evening I racked my brain trying
Chris enjoys playing  
bass guitar fo r the band. 
(GlimmerGlass photo by 
Elizabeth Angell)
Lonnie keeps the beat
The guys from  Inside the O utside enjoy the snowy 
w eather w ith Liz (center). (Submittedphoto)
Carl jam s to the m usic. 
(GlimmerGlass photo by Liz Angell)
Rory keeps on sm iling. 
(GlimmerGlass
free
to figure out how this concert would 
happen in such a short period of time. 
After 11 hours at Cornerstone I went 
home to my dorm room in Howe Hall 
knowing I couldn’t do this alone. So 
I just prayed that God would take this 
from me and give me the strength, 
wisdom, and opportunity to put this 
all together with his help.
The next morning, I went up 
to Kathy Jewell’s office to tell her 
about my idea and see what she thought 
about making it happen. She was very 
positive about the idea and worked on 
it for much of the morning. I kept in 
contact with the guys via cell phones. 
I don’t think I had ever received as 
many calls on my cell phone in one 
day as I did that day. It was awesome 
how everything was falling into place. 
Then the SNOW hit. I couldn’t believe 
that only the day before we were all 
out in short sleeve shirts and no jackets 
and now snow was falling to the 
ground. I could hear thé devil 
laughing in my ear trying to get me 
down. I knew though that my God was 
much bigger than this and that if He 
planned for this concert to happen and 
for my friends ITO to come to Olivet, 
then he would make it happen.
Truth is, the guys just wanted 
somewhere to play a free concert hang 
out and make some new friends. We 
put them up in two beautiful rooms in 
Hills and Parrot guestrooms. The cold 
weather made for a great welcome for 
these four guys to come from the warm 
state of Florida. They were so funny 
when they finally got here on Tuesday 
because they played in the snow for a 
bit. For a couple of them it was one 
of their first times to see snow other 
than “the white stuff in the back of 
their freezers.” Fun times were had 
by all in their day and a half stay on 
Olivet’s campus. We dined at the finest 
of Marriott’s breakfast before I saw 
them off to go down into southern 
Illinois to meet up with the other band 
to continue their tour. I think that after. 
making strong friendships with each 
of them, it was hard to say good-bye 
and see them drive away right before 
chapel on that Wednesday morning.
That is the story of Inside the 
Outside’s visit to Olivet and the support 
of our student development to make 
things like free concerts happen. Make 
sure to express your thanks to those 
involved from time to time and let them 
know that they are doing a great job.
If you would like, to know 
more about the band ITO take a look 
at their website and make sûre to sign 
up for their mailing list so that you can 
keep in touch. The wéb address is 
www.insidetheoutside.net. Keep 
watching for future concerts happening 
on Olivet’s campus.
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“Wanted”: Mr. ONU - dead or alive
But He s Probably Already Dead From Anorexic Starvation
By Courtney Brown
Opinions Editor
I write to you, the socially- 
minded Olivet community, today out 
of my own genuine concern for the 
men of Olivet Nazarene University. In 
light of the recent flagrant exploitation 
of our male population, I feel such a 
bold statement is hardly uncalled for.
To what, I am sure many of 
you are wondering at this very 
moment, am I referring?
To the Mr. ONU competi­
tion, of course, as I hope should be all 
too painfully obvious at this point. 
(After all, just look at the headline.)
I decided by accident this year 
to take a stand in boycotting the Mr. 
ONU competition, as I had forgotten 
about it entirely and had neither two 
nor three dollars to spend on a ticket, 
anyway.
At any rate, I myself can stand 
proudly in this state of boycotting- 
ness, but this sadly unrecognized, yet 
all too tragic, issue has gone unnoticed 
for far too long so I have decided to 
help all of you along in your eventual 
decision to boycott next year’s : 
competition, by stating an airtight case 
for as much right here (even though 
the likelihood is that I will probably 
not join you in doing so).
But anyway, let’s begin, shall
we?
First of all, I find it 
reprehensible (and I think that you 
should, too) that we, as an institution, 
not only condone, but promote, this 
type of setting for our impressionable 
young men, young men we are trying 
to shape into Godly old men, a setting 
that produces such an unhealthy, 
ungodly self-image in those young 
men who participate.
In many cases, far more than 
any of us would like to admit, these 
young men desire nothing more than 
to be free of this beauty pageant 
lifestyle that we have perpetuated and 
continue to perpetuate, but have been 
pushed into it from a ridiculously early 
age by controlling and domineering 
fathers trying desperately to live 
vicariously through the glory their 
sons receive on the runway. •
What kind of example does 
that set? What are we placing the value 
of these young men in? In their ability 
to woo a fickle audience? In their 
aptitude at tap dancing and playing the 
harmonica simultaneously? Should 
their wanting to create “world peace” 
give them worth as human beings?
Our society, I’m afraid, has 
turned handsome young men like ours 
into objects to be revered and looked at 
and rewarded for their beauty and 
taken away their personhood. We 
have so confused their image of what 
is good-looking and what is normal as 
to make either nearly impossible to 
attain. Just look at the lengths to which 
this year’s participants in the Mr. ONU 
competition went to become^ hand­
some. Do you think men look that 
good naturally? Please. Don’t kid 
yourselves.
The news is fraught with 
stories of young men in this industry 
with eating disorders, personality 
disorders, academic disorders, even 
drunk and disorders -  all proven 
scientifically by very sophisticated 
means to have been directly caused by 
their participation in such activities, 
activities akin to torture, as the now 
infamous Mr. ONU competition.
And what kind of people do 
you think these young men turn into? 
Are they better for having done all
this? Are they nicer? Do they better 
understand the human condition and 
are therefore better at understanding 
and living in this world?
No!
The majority of young men 
who participate in these competitions 
end up bitter and lonely in their old 
age, consumed with themselves.
And what kind of people are 
they now? Nothing more than 
pampered, spoiled, large children who 
place astronomically high demands on 
all those around them -  the obvious 
products of their depraved environ­
ment. I mean, have you ever talked to 
Blake Brodein? Have you ever held a 
conversation with Chadwick Ander­
son? Not something most people want 
to do more than once.
So what should we do? So 
many have been so deeply scarred by 
this competition. So many have lost 
their way. How do we fix the wrong 
already done and prevent more wrong 
from happening?
The sad truth is that some­
where between little and nothing can 
be done for all those already so harmed 
by this horrible competition for the 
dubious title of “Mr. ONU.” Just pray 
that God will have mercy on their 
poor, twisted, warped little souls. I’m 
afraid that’s all that can be done for 
them now. And if you don’t want to 
spend that much time on the issue, just 
give up. That’s okay, too.
The even sadder truth is that 
we probably could do something about 
the future of this competition, but we 
probably won’t. We could all boycott. 
We could start a campaign -  End the 
Reign of Mr. ONU! We could sign a 
petition and picket something that is 
Mr. ONU related. We could march on 
Washington. Our voices could be
heard in a powerful way. (Well, your 
voices could anyway. I’m not going to 
do it. I’m going next year, 
remember?)
Instead they will undoubtedly 
be heard laughing at about this time 
next March as one Cory T. Wilson (or 
some facsimile of him in his place) 
assists in the emcee-ing of next year’s 
competition.
My advice? Turn in your 
crown, Cory! Stop the madness here 
and now ! You are enough without the 
title, without the crown. Find the real 
you and be truly happy.
To all of those young men out 
there who are already thinking about 
their campaigns for Mr. ONU 2003, 
it’s not too late. You still have time to 
change your minds. This is not the 
kind of world you want to get sucked 
into. They will eat you alive! Run! 
You don’t need that plastic crown to 
know you’re somebody. All you need 
is love. (The Beatles come through 
once again-in a clinch. Thank you, 
John Lennon.)
And to the administration of 
Olivet, to those sponsoring this 
degrading event, I think you should 
seriously reconsider your position 
here. Young men’s lives hang in the 
balance.
Oh, and by the way, 
congratulations to all those who were 
voted into the Mr. ONU competition 
this year -  wish I could have been 
there.
*To those of you mentioned 
in this article: I didn’t mean it. You’re 
all wonderful and I love you. I also 
hope that you’re good sports about 
being mentioned in my little do-dad 
here. If not, you’re allowed to send me 
nasty letters. Just remember that I love 
you all dearly. Love, Courtney.
What do you think about 
what I’m saying? What do 
you think, period? Are you 
thinking? Let me know. 
Send your letters and/or re­
sponses to me, Courtney 
Brown, all-powerful Opinions 
Editor, this way:
Courtney Brown 
GlimmerGlass - Opinions 
ONU Box 6363
Thanks.
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Youth In Mission: Kenya
By Andrea Vandersteeg
Spiritual Life writer
What are you going to be 
doing this summer? I have posed that 
question to different people, especially 
since the time for summer vacation is 
getting closer. I discovered that several 
Olivet students, along with students 
from different colleges throughout the 
country, will be spending their 
summers participating in trips for 
Youth in Mission.
Youth in Mission (YIM) is a 
missions program affiliated with the 
Church of the Nazarene, but is open 
to students of any college or university, 
whether or not they are Nazarenes. 
Students are placed in teams of four 
to fifteen members and are sent to 
different countries throughout the 
world. Summer sessions run for eight 
weeks and consist of one week of 
training, seven and a half weeks of 
actual mission work, and half a week 
of debriefing.
Training camp, which occurs
for one week before the teams leave 
on their respective journeys, are used 
to prepare students for the conditions 
that they will face during their trips. 
According to the YIM website 
(www.nazarene.org/nyi/yim), students 
gather for spiritual growth, team 
building, worship, and the 
strengthening of special gifts and 
abilities.
The purposes of Youth in 
Mission are to provide assistance to 
the mission fields, to help students in 
their own spiritual development, and 
to create global Christians - people 
who are committed to bringing Christ 
to the world at any cost.
Erin Rumbley, an Olivet 
student, will be participating in a YIM 
trip to Kenya this summer. Along with 
five other students from the United 
States and a team of students from 
Kenya, she will be traveling throughout 
the country to teach people about 
ministry. Among the things her group
will be teaching is Bible quizzing.
“I’m excited about teaching them 
quizzing because I was very involved 
with that in high school,” Rumbley 
said.
Other YIM sites for this year:
Africa 
-Uganda 
-South Africa 
-Cote D’Ivoire 
-Madagascar 
Australia/ South Pacific 
-Brisbane/ North Queensland 
-Melbourne/ Perth 
-Sydney 
-New Zealand 
-Tonga
Europe/ Asia 
-Italy 
-Moscow 
North America 
-Los Angeles
South America/ Caribbean 
-Puerto Rico/ Dominican Repub.
Double 
Header in 
Chapel
By Susan Beer
Spiritual Life editor
Two upcoming chapels wifi 
deal with sports and will have distin­
guished speakers. The first, on April 
3, will feature Matt DeBartelaban who 
is the chaplain of the Chicago Bears 
and the Chicago Fire. He is also on 
the staff of Campus Crusade for Christ, 
which, according to its website is an 
“ interdenominational ministry com­
mitted to helping take the gospel of 
Jesus Christ to all nations.”
The second athletic speaker is 
Scott Sanderson and he will be speak­
ing on April 25. He played with the 
Chicago Cubs and the New York Yan­
kees and is now a professional agent. 
Sanderson will also be speaking at 
the All Sports Banquet.
Christianity rocks! I guess. 
A call from mediocrity
By Jeremy Brewer
Spiritual Life writer.
They had a vast amount of knowl­
edge concerning scripture. They knew 
the laws of God forwards and back­
wards. They were considered the ideal 
“spiritual” persons. Yet, God himself 
thought them blind. The Son of God 
saw them and declared, “You’re miss­
ing it. Why don’t you get it?” Still, 
even to this, they remained content 
with mere knowledge and sought no 
action. The Pharisees were content in 
the synagogues while a lost Israel wan­
dered further from the Lord. There 
was something more. They were 
missingit.
We go to church every week. 
As youth we memorized verses for 
Sunday school and attended all the 
youth parties and retreats, occasion­
ally bringing a friend (because we 
knew they would like the pizza). As 
adults we will join the choir and give 
the loose change in our pockets as of­
fering to accompany our tithe if we 
can spare it. We will make sure our 
kids are in Sunday school (the only 
place many of them will hear about 
Jesus regularly) and we will even pray 
over our meals (because that’s what 
our parents taught us to do, right?). 
Our Bibles now remain on our desk 
shelves, dusty and hardly worn. They 
are only used when we take them to 
church with us once or twice a week. 
Our textbooks are given more atten­
tion in a semester then our Bibles have
seen in years. However, we do know 
a lot about the Bible. We have'even 
had a few classes. Still, ironically, the 
hungry are starving, the homeless sleep 
on the streets, and our lost friends and 
classmates only hear of Jesus from us 
on the occasional Christmas card or at 
Easter. We are content to know about 
God and the Bible and sing our songs 
in church (because we don’t listen to 
that secular stuff) and we wonder why 
more people don’t want to be like us. 
Why don’t they want to live the Chris­
tian life?! They are missing it. Am I 
missingsomething?
Christ cries out, “Take up your 
cross! Follow me! I will make you 
fishers of me!” If ministering to a 
friend means missing an hour of 
“Friends” on TV, we may be asking 
too much. Still Christ calls out, “I am 
the living Word! Remain in Me. You 
can truly live! My plans for you are 
good and beyond what you can imag­
ine.” But still we wonder what life is 
all about anyway. What are we miss­
ing? Obviously it’s something. Per­
haps we are missing the very things 
Christ is offering: true life, joy, and 
peace. We can know God by know­
ing Christ. We can experience the eter­
nal in the midst of the temporal and 
material !Buthow?
The answer is by continually bring­
ing ourselves to the feet of Jesus, by 
continually being filled with His grace
and love. This is done by time in the 
Word and by time in prayer. It comes 
from worshipping and fellowshipping 
with others as the body of Christ (the 
church). Even these things in them­
selves can become mere habit or “re­
ligious.” Doing them because we 
should simply makes us Pharisees. But 
we must do them. It is in these places 
that Christ reveals Himself and we give 
- Him the chance to do something in 
us, to change and refine us. Devo­
tions, prayer, church: all of these are 
not done for God. They, are done be­
cause they bring us to a place where 
He does something in and for us. But 
it does not stop there. The poor must 
still be helped. The hungry still need 
to be fed. There are still the sick, tired 
and lonely who need to be encouraged, 
helped and loved. We become like 
Jesus so we can be Jesus to others. We 
are not called to a life of knowledge 
where one day we can be content with 
knowing enough. We are called to 
action, to reach out. We must con­
tinually grow and learn, coming to the 
feet of Jesus, to become more like 
Him. From there we reach out and 
we find our purpose and we find true 
life by laying our own lives down in 
love for God and others.
There is something more. Perhaps 
you are missing it. What can be done? 
What will you do?
He Is Risen!!
“On the first day of the 
Week, very early in the morn­
ing, the women took the  
spices they had prepared 
and went to the tomb. They 
found the stone rolled away 
from the tomb, but when they 
entered, they did not find the 
body of the Lord Jesus.
; -  While they were won­
dering about this, suddenly 
two men in clothes that 
gleamed like lightning stood 
beside them.
In their fright the 
women bowed down with 
their faces to the ground, but 
the men said to them, “Why 
do you look for the living 
among the dead? He is not 
here; he has risen! Remem­
ber how he told you, while he 
was still with you in Galilee: 
‘The Son of Man must be de­
livered into the hands of sin­
ful men, be crucified and on 
the third day be raised  
again.”’
Then they remembered 
his words.”
-L u k e  24:1-8 (NIV)
Study Break 9
py' Study Break Contest . . i r
f was recently inspired in my Descriptive English Grammar class to write a few lines of 
poetry (something I don’t normally do!),and I thought you might enjoy the challenge as well. 
The poem is called a cinquain (pronounced “sin-cane”) and is a five-line poem about an 
action or feeling. Each line is one word longer than the line before and the poem is entirely 
constructed of adverbial phrases. While this definition sounds scary, they are actually fun to 
write. Your challenge this issue is to write your very own cinquain and either drop it by the 
GlimmerGlass office*, mail it to Box 6024, or e-mail it to me at erumbley @ olivet.edu. The first 
five poems will receive fabulous prizes, including a free beverage from Common Grounds. 
Just to get you started, here are a few examples:
Sleeping 
There 
In bed
All night long 
To rest my eyes 
Because I am very tired
Talking
Now
To you
All the time
About everything I do
Because I know you care
A note about 
Cap’n Slappy and 
Thinking Hurts:
Unfortunately, the Cap’n 
was not able to write our advice 
column this issue...he is feeling 
rather ill and would appreciate 
your sympathy during this time.
Also, Thinking Hurts will- 
not appear in this issue due to 
some uncontrolable circum­
stances.
Both the Cap’n and 
Thinking Hurts should be back 
next issue. Thank you for un­
derstanding.
Tanya and her friend Mr. Mouse
By Erin Rumbley
Executive editor
The story you are about to 
read is true. The names have been 
changed to protect thé innocent.
Tanya was minding her own 
business, just sitting quietly by herself 
at her desk studying for her Spanish 
test on Monday. It was Saturday, and 
after sleeping until around noon, she 
had finally rolled out of bed, 
showered, and set to work on that 
Spanish assignment. While she usually 
enjoys Spanish, this time the 
assignment seemed much more 
difficult than usual, and she was 
becoming a bit discouraged, but she 
kept working and trying to understand 
what shé was studying.
Then, out of the comer of her 
eye, Tanya saw a movement. “It 
couldn’t be,” she said to herself very 
softly, because there shouldn’t have 
been anyone or anything else in the 
room to talk to.
As she turned her head to take 
a closer look, she knew it was true. 
There, walking around in the middle 
of her room, as if he owned the place, 
was a mouse. He was a rather 
handsome mouse, if a mouse can be 
called handsome. He was brown and 
white with a long skinny tail and a 
happy little face. He seemed to think 
he belonged in Tanya’s room, and 
began to walk a little closer to where 
she sat.
Tanya’s first thought wasn’t 
to scream or jump up on her chair, 
although she did pull her feet away a 
little bit. Her first thought (which she 
soon said out loud) went something 
like this: “You are a mouse ! ! ! Why are 
you in my room?!?!?”
When poor Mr. Mouse heard 
her comments, he realized that this 
wasn’t his room after all and ran 
toward the wall. Tanya came after him 
(she had decided against screaming 
and climbing on the chair...) and
chased him underneath her roommate’s 
desk. Poor little Mr. Mouse was 
quivering a little and soon disappeared 
behind the surge protector underneath 
the desk.
At this point, Tanya decided 
it was time to call in the reinforce­
ments and ran down the hall to her 
RA’s room for help (after closing the 
door firmly behind her!). However, 
when she got to the RA’s room, she 
wasn’t there, but her roommate, Celia, 
was home, along with another girl 
from the floor named Jenna. The two 
girls were more than willing to help 
when they realized that Tanya was 
telling the truth, and there was a mouse. 
loose on their floor!
They grabbed a box to chase 
Mr. Mouse into, and a broom to help in 
the process, and headed bravely into 
Tanya’s room. “Here’s where I saw 
him last,” Tanya said, and pointed 
underneath the desk in the comer.
They searched and searched 
for Mr. Mouse. It was quite funny, 
really, because they were almost afraid 
to find him, so every time they moved 
to look under the bed or behind the 
dresser, they were prepared to jump 
back if he actually was there. 
However, after a careful examination 
of the room, they couldn’t find Mr. 
Mouse anywhere. “Are you sure you 
saw a mouse?” Celia asked.
“No question,” Tanya re­
plied. “I know I saw a mouse and he is 
here somewhere!” That thought didn’t 
comfort her, to say the least. After the 
other girls gave up the search and 
returned to their rooms, Tanya called 
her RD and explained the situation. 
She didn’t get much comfort there 
either, just a promise that buildings 
and grounds would be alerted to the 
presence of Mr. Mouse, and something 
would be done by Monday. Her RD 
also said that Mr. Mouse could have 
traveled through the heating vent to 
her room, and could be long gone and
in someone else’s room by now.
“A  mouse!” Tanya said to 
herself and after instant messaging 
everyone she knew who was online 
(and only talking to her next door 
neighbor, who was working in the 
library) and trying to call everyone 
she could think of to help her, she 
settled back into Spanish.
Although Mr. Mouse was 
apparently gone, he was anything but 
forgotten. Every few minutes, Tanya 
would look around the room, half 
expecting to see his little face peeking 
around the comer of the bed or from 
behind the desk. Later in the evening, 
after she had gone out to dinner and 
returned to her room for the night, she 
was still thinking about her afternoon 
visitor.
Just as she was wondering 
where he could be, she heard a 
distinctive noise from the heating vent 
at her feet. “Mr. Mouse!” she almost 
shouted and then kicked the vent as 
hard as she could. Needless to say, the 
noise stopped, but it several minutes 
passed before Tanya started to breath 
normally again.
For the next week, and even 
to the present time, Tanya is still a little 
wary of any noise she hears in her
room, especially anything close to the 
heating vent. One night, as she was 
lying in bed and her roommate was 
sitting on the floor working on a 
project, there was a loud, unidentifi­
able noise coming from near the 
window. Both girls jumped and 
shuddered, knowing it could have 
been Mr. Mouse, but neither of them 
were brave enough to investigate the 
noise.
So from now until the first 
week of May, these two girls will 
always be wondering where Mr. 
Mouse is. Anytime they hear a strange 
noise, they will wonder if he is still 
around. When Tanya’s roommate is 
gone on the weekends, as she often is, 
Tanya will know that she is not truly 
alone in her room...the memory of her 
little friend Mr. Mouse will always be 
there with her. Who knows, he might 
even show up for another visit 
sometime.
I f  you have ever done 
anything remotely embarrassing or 
funny on campus (o f off campus!) that 
you wouldn’t mind having everyone 
read (with the names changed, of 
course!), send your story idea to 
GlimmerGlass, Box 6024. We’d  love 
to read (and write!) about you.
Accepting Visa, Mastercard, AMEX or Personal Check
■■ B e tte r  In g red ien ts . B e tte r  P izza.
932-4800
■
FREE DEUVERY or CARRYOUT 
195 N. Kennedy Dr. (next to Festival Foods) 
Opai Daily: Lunch-Dinner-Late 
Daily Specials -  School & Church Discounts 
Proud Supporter o f ONU!
h ttp ://g o .to /p a p a jo h n s
ONU CAMPUS SPECIAL 
Large 14' 1-Topping 
& Two 20-oz, Cokes 
only $9.99!
ORIGINAL o r THIN CRUST 
Add a 2nd Large $6.99! 
Add Cheesesticks $4.491
Dofceryto campus only. Expiree 5/31/02. 
No! vaSd vtfh other offers. Customer pays tax.
Small & Stix Special
Small 10” 1-Topping 
PLUS Your choice of 
Cheesesticks or 
Breadsticks
only $ 9 .9 9 ! •
Add a 2-Liter $1.99!
Expires 5/31/02. Not valid with 
other offers. Customer pays tex.
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Andy Argyrakis: A glimpse into 
the Christian music industry
By Elizabeth Angell
Arts and Entertainment writer
Have you ever met someone 
who seems to know so much about the 
music industry, but has never been in 
a band? Well, I want you to meet my 
friend Andy Argyrakis. He is a guy 
you might really enjoy getting to know. 
Those of you who listen to 104.7’s Gal­
lery 451 might know him as Freelance 
Andy, hosting at 11:20 p.m. each Fri­
day. To me, he’s Andy A., a friend 
who does a little bit of everything. Sit 
back while I tell you a little bit about 
what he does, and maybe give you a 
little insight as to how you might be 
able to do what he does.
I knew Andy this past July with­
out really meeting him in person. I 
went to a small weekly concert where 
he was the emcee for the evening. That 
night, when I returned to my room, I 
emailed the concert production com­
pany that managed the show to thank 
them for the awesome time I had. It’s 
at this point that I began a friendship 
with Andy.
He works for EDAN Produc­
tions, a company that brings Christian 
concerts to the Chicagoland area. He 
is an important part of the company 
with many responsibilities before, dur­
ing, and after each show. As the sum­
mer continued, I learned more about 
my new friend. We finally met in 
person at the Cornerstone Church 
when Bleach and Daniel’s Window 
gave a concert in September. It was a 
great show and he served as the emcee 
for the entire night. From the moment 
we met, it seemed that we had known 
each other for years.
To get an idea of exactly what 
Andy does at ED AN Productions, take 
a look at his resume below.
Freelance Andy
Job Description
Andy works in the concert promotion 
industry. He is involved in concert 
press, promotions* and photography. 
He goes to concerts, reviews them, and 
then writes his thoughts on the evening 
for a newspaper or magazine that has 
assigned him that event.
He began by writing features for the 
Daily Herald in Dupage County. From 
this beginning, he managed to get to 
the position he holds today.
Where can you find his work?
His work is recognizable in such places 
as the Kankakee Daily Journal, The 
Chicago Tribune, The Illinois Enter­
tainer, CCM magazine, HM magazine, 
Hearsay, a publication from Ohio, and 
Christianity Today Online. He is vir­
tually everywhere in Christian music 
media. Type his name into the search 
databases of these magazines and you 
will find an article or two created by 
Andy.
What type of articles does he.write?
Andy does quite a bit of work regard­
ing concert reviews. In truth, he at­
tended and reviewed 150 concerts in 
2001. He wrote reviews for most of 
these concerts and was an emcee for 
the many different groups. He reviews 
CDs from the Christian industry, as 
well as those from mainstream music. 
He even writes informative articles on 
artists.
I asked Andy to pick his 10 favorite 
concerts out of the 150 he viewed last 
year and comment on several details 
about each of them.
Andy’s Top Ten
10. East West at the After Night Stage 
in July. This was EW’s first time in 
Chicago.
9. Polarboy and Pete Stewart at the 
Cornerstone Church in February.
8. Earthsuit at the Cornerstone Music 
Fest.
7. Daniel’s Window Christmas Bash in 
Morris, Illinois.
6. Lifehouse in December.
5. Brian Whitman at The Metro.
3. Electric Youth Tour with Five Iron 
Frenzy, John Rueben, Ace Trouble­
shooter, and Relient K.
2. P.O.D. at Cornerstone Music Fest.
1. 172 in Chicago.
As I mentioned, Andy works 
for ED AN Promotions. ED AN has an 
awesome concert series coming to 
town this spring. According to Andy, 
it is the best line-up EDAN has ever 
had.
EDAN Concert Line-up
Saturday, March 16, 7:00 p.m.
Rebecca St. James
Ginriy Owens
Go Fis h
Fusebox
Concordia University 
River Forest, Illinois 
$10 - Balcony, $14 -.Main Floor,
$18 - Gold Circle Reserved
Friday, April 12, 7:00 p.m.
Thousand Foot Krutch 
Ace Troubleshooter 
Justifide 
Nifty Tom 50
Heart & Soul Café - 253 E. Rand Rd. 
Mt. Prospect, Illinois 
$12 - Advance, $14 - Door
Saturday, April 27, 6:00 p.m.
Five Iron Frenzy
Stretch Armstrong
The Insyderz
Squad Five-0
CR33
Concordia University
River Forest, IL
$15 - Group $17 - Advance
Saturday; May 11,-6:00 p.m.
CD Release Party for Pillar 
Earthsuit
4. Phil Joel at the Homewood Full BeanBag 
Gospel Church. East West
.rod lover
The Benjamin Gate .
The Cornerstone Church 
Bourbonnais, Illinois 
$12 Advance
387 South Main 
Bourbonnais, IL 60914 
Across from Olivet 
(815)933-2843
ONU students receive 10% discount on all services
Andy a t work - and play
As you’ve read, the job of con­
cert prom oting consists o f a 
variety o f different tasks, but 
is rew arding as a to tal expe­
rie n c e . B e low  are  som e  
glimpes of Andy at work - and 
play.
If you attend any of these con­
certs, you are bound to run into Andy. 
You will get a real-life glimpse of him 
in action as emcee, reviewer, or any 
number of things. For questions about 
concert information, feel free to give 
me a call at ext. 6875.
Andy as em cee at the 
Bleach/Daniel’s Window 
concert at Cornerstone 
Church. (GlimmerGlass 
photo by Elizabeth Angell)
Part of Andy’s job descrip­
tion is relating to  concert 
crowds to get them  excited, 
even through clothing. 
(GlimmerGlass photo by 
Elizabeth Angell)
Andy with Arts and Enter­
tainm ent w riter Elizabeth 
A ngell. (GlimmerGlass photo 
by Elizabeth Angell)
tax
included
No limit. Includes 1 topping. 3;
Additional toppings Extra. ••• ’ a  
No coupon necessary.
Valid 8 p.m. - 12 p.m. Wednesday & Sunday Only;
Not valid with any other offer. I I
Valid during school session and expires at ■ 
conclusion o f school year. 1
CALL US!
ONU Campus & 
Apartment Only!!!
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Wilson 
named Mr. ONU Exhibitions
2002
By Ryan Cummings 
Arts and Entertainment writer
Once again, hundreds of 
loyal students came to  watch 10 
guys compete fqr the title of “Mr. 
ONU.” This year, it was held on 
Friday, March 8, at 8:00 p.m. in 
Chalfant H all.. Over,300 people 
attended the event and many said 
that it was a time o f non-stop 
laughter and excitement. “I have 
never seen anything quite like this 
before,” said Chris Jonas, a transfer 
student from Trevecca Nazarene 
University.
However, this year was a 
little  different from  past 
competitions. Scott (Stick) Ayers 
had a sprained ankle and could not 
compete because of the physical 
activities that he had planned to 
perform. However, Ayers was there 
to watch the competition and cheer 
on his fellow classm ates. This 
y ea r’s event included two 
freshman, two sophomores, three 
juniors, and three seniors. They 
were, in that order: Scott Ayers, Wes 
Hall, M arcus C leveland, Neal 
Hollis, Chadwick Anderson, Brant 
Charon, Jason Monroe, Corey T. 
W ilson, Joe Chen, and Blake 
Brodien. Out of the nine that had 
competed, five were selected to go 
into a “semi-final” round. The five 
guys that remained .were Corey T. 
Wilson, Blake Brodien, Marcus 
Cleveland, Neal Hollis, and Joe 
Chen. The overall champ? Corey 
T. Wilson.
M ost of-the guys either 
prepared a video or performed a 
skit on stage. Some even did both. 
Then during the semi-final round, 
the guys were each asked  a
The Brandenburg Gallery, located in the lower level of Larsen 
Fine Arts Center, hosts a variety of shows featuring the talents and 
artistic works of current senior art majors. The Olivet community is 
invited to visit the gallery weekly and view the products of these 
artists’ reflections and imaginations.
Corey T. W ilson perform s the 
finale of his Mr. ONU skit. 
(Photo by Brennan Vidt)
question. The questions were 
random and basic, something like, 
“Where would you take a girl on a 
date?” Based on their answers, 
overall quality, and originality, the 
guys were judged to determine the 
winner.
The judging was done by 
three students and two faculty 
members. Juniors Levi Yowell and 
M indy Spencer, senior A llison 
M endez,, Dr. Rose.
Bigler, and Dr. David 
VanHeemst all looked 
like they Were having 
a great time judging.
“I had a blast,” said 
VanHeemst.
F r o m 
throwing a half-court 
shot to making a 
video with M atrix 
effects, all the guys 
seemed to put in a lot 
o f tim e for this 
competition. Marcus 
C leveland and Neal 
Hollis even went in 
together and joined as 
a team. “We knew we 
couldn’t win as 
sophom ores,” says 
Hollis, “so we decided 
to have fun with it and 
join as a team.” If you 
didn’t get a chance to 
attend Mr. ONU this 
year, you do not want 
to miss the excitement 
next year.
March 11-16
Reception: March l i ,  6:00-9:00 p.m. 
March 18-23
Reception: March 19, 6:30-9:30 p.m. 
April 1-6
Reception: April 2, 7:00-9:00 p!m. 
April 8-13
Reception: April 12, 6:00-9:00 p.m. 
April 15-20
Reception: April 19, 6:30-9:00 p.m. 
April 22-27
Reception: April 26, 6:00-9:00 p.m.
Ryan Sadorf
Corey Wilson
David Yanchick
Brian Milcinovic
Christine Olson
Bonnie Born
'u sse
jecic
• phuos ♦ £tfi*
^R sm em her 
that special 
someone, at 
home or fa r  
azoay, zuith 
fCozoers fo r  ‘Easter
BUSSE & RIECK FLOWERS AND GIFTS, EXPERTS 
IN THE ART OF EXPRESSION. 515 S. MAIN ST. 
_____ 933-2295 www. b u ssean d rieck . com
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Womens Basketball: 
Trial by fire
Melissa Odel shoots just above 
the fingers of a defender.
By Dan Aumiller 
Sports writer
Before metal can be formed 
into something worthwhile, it must 
first be heated to unbearable degrees 
and then be hammered repeatedly to 
shape it. Only after this period of 
intense physical pressure does the 
metal become unbreakable. After 
enduring repeated injuries, an ever 
changing lineup and the limitations 
of inexperienced players, the Lady 
Tigers have emerged from the flames 
as a formidable union of athletes 
who know how to play as a team.
“This year we led in assists, 
going from twelve to twenty-two in 
the conference,” Coach Doug Porter 
stated. “We’ve become very team 
oriented.”
A strong emphasis on team­
work seems like a strange attribute 
for the Lady Tigers. They sustained 
a total of ten injuries throughout the 
season and were forced to assimilate 
their entire Junior Varsity team into
their starting lineup. Among the ca­
sualties that plagued the players were 
several knee injuries, a back .injury, 
several stress fractures, a dislocated 
finger and a car accident. Several girls 
were taken out for the entire season.
The greatest strength of the 
Tigers lied not necessarily in how they 
played, but in their sheer determina­
tion to play at all. With every injury 
came a brave new volunteer who was 
willing to step into the fire and take 
her playing up to the next level. Al­
though these players had yet to be 
forged, their passion drove the Lady 
Tigers to break eVeh with fifteen wins 
to match their fifteen losses.
Thè hammering process has 
also forged awesome potential for the 
year to come. Adding to the excite­
ment is the fact that every Tiger is re­
turning for ahother shot with the ex­
ception of the two seniors. So con­
sider this year as training for the fu­
ture.
All the passion, teamwork and 
dedication realized this year was real
t f The Skinny;..
Basketball(M)
CCAC Championship 
Purdue-Ca! , W 95-91
Barat I  H  L 93-98
BasketballfW) 
CCAC Quarterfinals 
vs. UT
vs. lU-South Bend
W 93-44 
L 76-92
Baseball
All games have been cancelled 
on account of the weather.
Softball
at Missouri Baptist (DH)
W 14-1 (Hornok, 1-0)
££ W 6-4 (Beirne, 1-0) 
at Lindenwood (DH)
W 14-2 (Hornok, 2-0)
W 8-3 (Beirne, 2-0)
Scores reported as they appear 
on Olivet’s Athletic’s Web site at 
www. olivet, edu/athletics. Thanks 
to Danielle Zagorski, Becky Fos­
ter, and Jon Palinski for additional 
scores.
and will only continue to develop over 
the next year. The metal has come 
out of the forge and only time will 
tell how strong the Lady Tigers have 
become.
Morrical than you need to know:
Equal opportunity employer
By Christopher Morrical 
Sports columnist
Another door was opened this 
off-season with the hiring of a His­
panic to be the general manager of the 
Montreal Expos. He is the first His­
panic general manager in the history 
. of Major League Baseball.
Omar Minaya, 42, was hired to run 
the Expos organization for at least this 
coming year. Montreal will probably 
be dropped as a franchise after the 
2002 season.
“People ask why I would take 
this job ,” Minaya told Baseball 
Weekly. “I know it’s a difficult situa­
tion. I could have stayed with the 
Mets. I was comfortable there. I was 
offered more money, and more secu­
rity with the Mets.
“The reality is that it’s not 
about me. Being the first Hispanic 
general manager, the implications are 
beyond my selfish interests of com­
fort. Having the opportunity to open 
the door for others overrode my fears. 
If it were just about me, I’d be hang­
ing out in suburban Jersey.”
According to popular lore, 
Abner Doubleday invented baseball in 
1839. It took 108 years later for Jackie 
Robinson to become the first black 
player in the major leagues.
Without Robinson breaking
the racial barrier, baseball wouldn’t 
have had Barry Bonds to break the 
single-season home run record or Hank 
Aaron to break Babe Ruth’s career 
home run record. Robinson opened 
the door.
Minaya is hot the first His­
panic in baseball, just the first His­
panic general manager. According to 
Microsoft Complete Baseball ‘95, the 
first “dark skinned” Latin player was 
Minnie Minoso. He made his first ap­
pearance in 1949.
Now that minorities have 
made it all the way up the corporate 
ladder to the second-most influential 
place in a sports organization (the 
White Sox are the only team with a 
black general manager), the question 
remains as to when will baseball get 
its first minority owner? It may be 
sooner than most think.
Donald Watkins, a black Ala­
bama businessman, has been trying to 
buy the Minnesota Twins from cur­
rent owner Carl Pohlad. Though not 
yet the owner, Watkins is already tour­
ing sites where a new ballpark could 
be built. There has never been a black 
owner of any major league franchise, 
baseball or Otherwise.
Major League Baseball con- 
tinues to slowly step into the 21st cen­
tury. The progress is too slow for 
most, but at least it’s happening. As
long as people like Omar Minaya, 
Donald Watkins and Jackie Robinson 
keep opening the door, the world will 
be a better place.
Robinson was quoted as say­
ing, “I think my ____
main ambition 
Was to get along 
well enough 
with whoever I 
was playing with 
so that they 
would realize 
that there wasn’t 
any friction, be­
cause I was col­
ored and they 
were white. I 
mean, we could
Christopher Morrical is a student at 
SIUC and a regualr contributor to the 
GlimmerGlass.
play together, 
think that was 
my main am­
bition to break 
down that bar­
rier, not so 
much for me to 
get to the ma­
jor leagues. I 
ju st wanted 
somebody to 
go. I didn’t 
care who it 
was.”
I
SOLOISTS
Your headquarters for solo ac­
com pan im ent cassettes and  
CDs. We have dozens in stock 
with new titles arriving regularly.
795 N. Kennedy Drive 
Kankakee, IL. 60901 
815/933-8229
560 S. WASHINGTON 
KANKAKEE 
337-9281 <
Car Running Rough? 
Check Engine Light On? i
¡ S i  SEE
Larry Nottke Ji
, Electrical Specialist -^5*
